GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION, PLANNING BRANCH
TIMARPUR, DELHI-110054

No. F.DE.- 18-1 (56)/Plg./2016-17/Cir./Pt. File/1310-1314 Dated 02/08/16

CIRCULAR

Sub: Up-dation of Bank Details of students in r/o Freezed Bank Details

All HoSs are informed that the correctness of Bank A/C Details and Aadhar Nos. shall be verified in the first instance then only "YES" shall be recorded in the column meant for verification then the data will automatically get freezed. Thereafter no change can be made at school level. Therefore this exercise shall be carried out in a very careful and responsible manner.

However if in any case "YES" was recorded inadvertently, correction in the status can be made at zone level only, at Student => zone => Aadhar and Bank A/C details => Unfreeze Bank Details.

To
All DDEs (Zone)/HoSs

(SUMAN VERMA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

No. F.DE.- 18-1 (56)/Plg./2016-17/Cir./Pt. File/1310-1314 Dated 02/08/16

Copy to:
1. PS to Pr. Secy. (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt, Delhi-54
2. PS to Director (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt, Delhi-54
3. PS to Addl. Director (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt, Delhi-54
4. O S (I T)

(SUMAN VERMA)
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR